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I. Introduction, the aims of the dissertation 

The dissertation aims to explore the theoretical and poetic problems of lyric autobiographies 

through the works of three canonical figures of Hungarian literature: Lőrinc Szabó, Imre 

Oravecz and Szilárd Borbély. Since lyric autobiographies take up a marginal position in the 

field of autobiography research, the dissertation endeavours to investigate a lesser known 

subject. The dissertation aims (1) to connect the questions of the theory of autobiography to 

poetic works that can be read as autobiographies, and (2) to illuminate the poetic features in 

the interpreted works that make such a reading plausible. The presupposition of the 

dissertation, which set out the course and methodology of the research, was that the 

functioning of lyric autobiographies differs from that of narrative autobiographies in terms of 

language, rhetoric and poetic, which can be attributed to the characteristics of the functioning 

of lyric discourse and lyric language. These characteristics can also explain why these texts 

resist that we read them as autobiographies. Based on this presupposition a further goal was to 

explore the tension between the characteristics of the lyric discourse and the characteristics of 

the autobiographical (first person) narrator through the analysis of the relation between the 

lyric I and the autobiographical first person narrator. The dissertation explores these issues by 

interpreting particular literary works, focusing on the specific contexts of each work, and also 

to the referential texts to which the works are connected through their autobiographical 

aspects. It has become clear soon after setting out the goals that the dissertation should not 

endeavour to give a general definition of autobiographical poetry or that of lyric 

autobiography. Instead, the dissertation offers case studies that examine the autobiographical 

character of the particular work they interpret, and that point out the possible readings 

produced by the tension between the lyric I and the autobiographical I.  

 

II. Methods 

The methodology of the dissertation is twofold: the introductory chapter focuses on the theory 

and the history of autobiography, while the following chapters follow an interpretive 

methodology. During the interpretation of literary works, the insights gained from the 

receptions of the works are utilized affirmatively as well as oppositionally in the argument, 

and the results of theoretical works are also applied in the interpretive process. However, a 

great part of the dissertation is constituted by the author’s own interpretations of the particular 

literary works. 
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Thus the first chapter (Theories of Autobiography: self-writing and the self) turns to the two 

works that are often considered the starting points of autobiographical literature, Augustine’s 

and Rousseau’s confessional works (Augustine’s and Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions). 

The dissertation focuses on rereading the primary texts, in order to explore the themes of 

memory and remembrance, self constitution and identity through engaging with the works 

themselves that have later become so fundamental for understanding autobiographies. Beside 

these literary works the dissertation also includes the interpretation of the relevant chapters of 

two philosophical works that have become a common source for 20th-century theories of 

autobiography. John Locke’s An Essay Concerning Human Understanding and David Hume’s 

A Treatise of Human Nature offer theoretical contexts concerning identity, personal identity 

and the constitution of the self (Identity, self-consciousness and memory: John Locke and 

David Hume). The third part of the chapter is entitled Fictionality and referentiality – 

constructing narrative and identity and it mainly deals with 20th-century theories of 

autobiography, integrating insights from philosophy and the theory of language where it is 

necessary. This part discusses the construction of identity and the self through investigating 

the problems of referentiality, fictionality and remembrance, together with the narratives that 

are constructed alongside these problems.  The last part of the chapter examines the tension 

between these problems and the lyric discourse, the position of the lyric I and the 

interpretation of the lyric voice while it draws on the insights of lyric theory. This part – 

entitled Autobiography and lyric – serves as an introduction to the problem of giving voice to 

the autobiographical I in lyric. 

The first chapter thus builds up its argument following theoretical and historical 

methodologies, while the rest of the dissertation that follows interprets and analyzes literary 

texts. The interpretations draw on the insights of the introductory theoretical chapter, 

sometimes embedding them, sometimes completing them, while some other times questioning 

them. The chapter on the poet Lőrinc Szabó focuses on his Tücsökzene and aims at thoroughly 

analysing the reception of the work, while the part entitled Poetry as autobiography – the 

oeuvre and the self explores the possibility of interpreting the work as autobiography. 

Even though Szabó’s work entitled A huszonhatodik év was not meant to be an autobiography, 

it has autobiographical aspects nevertheless and it is discussed here because of the way it 

constructs the self by lyric means. The problem of self construction connects this work to 

Imre Oravecz’s 1972 szeptember. Both works constructs the self through the relation between 

the self and the other, more specifically, through the rhetoric use of the figure of apostrophe, 
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which also makes it necessary to elaborate some theoretical issues at this point. It is the 

construction of the self and identity through apostrophe that connects one part (Beszélgetések 

nagyapámmal) of Oravecz’s Halászóember to these works. Oravecz’s Halászóember is 

interpreted later in the dissertation, but it fits perfectly into the chapter on apostrophe and self-

construction. The dissertation continues with interpreting Oravecz’s poetry (Halászóember, 

Távozó fa), focusing primarily on the role of landscape and space in the construction of the 

self and identity. This chapter (The Poetry of Imre Oravecz: space, remembrance, identity) 

also discusses archiving as the cultural technique of preserving memories and the role of 

objects in maintaining one’s identity.  

The last chapter is concerned with the poetry of Szilárd Borbély and analyses the act of 

depersonalization of intimate experiences through language and poetry. The chapter also 

discusses the poetic treatment of the three notions of self, body and language. It is widely 

known that Borbély’s Halotti Pompa is based on autobiographical, personal experiences (the 

violent death of his parents) and this is exactly why it is intriguing that Borbély is able to 

formalize these experiences and create the poetry of mourning through poetic, literary and 

linguistic traditions that goes beyond the personal. Lastly, interpreting the textual corpus of 

the volume entitled A Testhez allows us to analyse how the fractures in the self caused by 

trauma transforms the linguistic functions. 

 

III. Results (Theses) 

1. The genre of lyric has essential consequences on the plausibility of reading an 

autobiographic text in lyric form as autobiography.  

2. There is a tension between the lyric I constructed by the lyric discourse and the 

autobiographical self. Analysing this problem in its complexity is crucial if one wants to 

understand lyric autobiographies. 

3. In spite of the characteristics of lyric, there are certain narrative tendencies in lyric 

autobiographies.  

4. There are good reasons to read Lőrinc Szabó’s Tücsökzene as an autobiography if one 

considers the concept of the oeuvre and the conception of autobiography as an act. 
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5. One can discern the formation of a self in Imre Oravecz’s poetic volumes (Halászóember, 

Megfelelő nap, Távozó fa) through developing an identity that is connected to the landscape, 

objects and space. The story of this self extends to these distinct volumes, which presupposes 

its identity and produces an autobiographical narrative. 

6. Szilárd Borbély’s Halotti Pompa formalizes the experience of personal mourning through 

poetic traditions and by the lyric language. His A Testhez exhibits trauma experiences through 

the lyric language. The three concepts of self, body and language are interdependent in 

Borbély’s poetry, and are at the heart of his works both thematically and poetically.  

 

IV. Conclusions 

The conclusions of the dissertation can be summarized in the six theses listed above and will 

be elaborated below. The first important result drawn from surveying the literature of 

autobiography theory and lyric theory is that the difference between autobiographies written 

in lyric and autobiographies with narrative structure can be grasped in terms of genre 

characteristics: the differences can be explained by the characteristics of the lyric language 

(prosodic, rhythmic features, fragmentation, concentration) and of the lyric discourse. 

Concerning the lyric discourse, the dissertation mainly focused on the analysis of the lyric I 

and asserted (based on the theoretical background and the interpretations of the lyric texts as 

well) that its function differs from the statement of the narrative I when it comes to the 

organization of the text, reception, or fictional and referential relations. This led to the 

conclusion that there is a tension between the lyric I and the narrative voice of the 

autobiographical I, which insight was also incorporated into the interpretive approaches as 

well.  

The dissertation points out that the application of a single theoretical model of autobiography 

to each of the lyric works interpreted here is impossible, since the autobiographical reading 

can be justified for different reasons and are based on different reading strategies in each lyric 

work discussed here. However it is also important to note that even though the lyric discourse 

resists to the common narrative autobiographical reading, its fragmented language can also 

function better in showing the fragmentation of identity and remembrance, and the various 

repeated efforts to construct a personal identity. Thus, it is the discursive and poetic function 

of the lyric I that makes interpreting lyric autobiographies as autobiographies possible, but it 
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is also this function that challenges such readings. The interpretations of the particular texts 

endeavour to reveal this twofoldness.  

Despite the tension between the lyric discourse and the autobiographical I, it also must be 

noted that certain narrative structures are incorporated into these works. It can happen in 

several ways: through the conception of the volume, through the narrative structure of the 

poem (Lőrinc Szabó), through a conception of a self unfolding throughout several volumes 

(Imre Oravecz) or through the treatment of factuality (Szilárd Borbély). 

The first part of the chapter on Lőrinc Szabó discusses his volume entitled Tücsökzene 

together with its extensive reception, which for the most part did not consider the work an 

autobiography based on the dissolution of the I and of its identity. The interpretation 

presented here, however, points out that the subject gives place to the works, which then 

replace it, and that this can be connected to the theoretical approaches that conceive an 

author’s oeuvre as an autobiography (Dilthey, James Olney). The method of Szabó’s 

Tücsökzene by which it transforms paraphrases of earlier poems of the oeuvre into witnesses 

that replace the self (trying to justify his deeds) also points to the approaches that understand 

autobiography as an act (Elizabeth Bruss). These conclusions are also supported by quotes 

from referential texts (Napló, Bírákhoz és barátokhoz). Interpreting Szabó’s A huszonhatodik 

év alongside with Oravecz’s 1972 szeptember and the part entitled Beszélgetések 

nagyapámmal from his Halászóember was crucial, since it revealed the role of the Other – 

and particularly how the Other is addressed (apostrophe) – in the construction of identity.  

Imre Oravecz’s Halászóember – followed by the volumes of Megfelelő nap and Távozó fa – 

marks a novel chapter in his oeuvre. The dissertation first interprets Halászóember, then it 

turns to Távozó fa, and concludes that landscape, objects and space play an essential role in 

the formation of identity in Oravecz’s poetry. The technology of memory is bound to the 

landscape in the former volume, but objects and photos also function as means of maintaining 

identity. The formation of identity through landscapes and spaces continues in later works as 

well. The dissertation tries to reveal that the I remains identical throughout these volumes, 

which claim is supported by the intertextual references and repetitions that connect the 

various volumes to one another.  

The last chapter discusses Szilárd Borbély’s works, focusing first on his Halotti Pompa and 

arguing that the genre of sequence and the motivical and linguistic traditions of Baroque 
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literature enable Borbély to poetically formalize, distance and depersonalize his personal 

tragedy. The volume entitled A Testhez can be significant for understanding lyric 

autobiographies, but not because it is has a referential background in the author’s life. The 

volume is constituted by women’s memoirs transformed into lyric discourse, which 

transformation produces the language of trauma, a language marked by trauma. Both volumes 

deals with the limits and interconnectedness of the concepts of body, language and the self, 

which interconnectedness is present not only thematically, but also in poetical solutions as 

well as performatively.  

Through exhibiting some examples of 20th-century and contemporary Hungarian lyric 

autobiographies the dissertation revealed that even though the textual corpus under scrutiny 

offers many ways for autobiographical interpretation, the possibility of this reading can be 

unmistakably found in the texts. The dissertation wanted to illuminate these modes of 

interpretation, focusing mainly to the construction of the self in lyric autobiographies. 
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